
I made this fabric design from an amazing fabric cutting thats Russian from the late twenties.  
I love it, and think it could be great on the walls behind the frames, and as curtains.  



I also think curtains to each side on the opposite side would be great too

The above is a cornice I’ve done that reflects a detail of the lights, and has a little soviet nod with the stars.  With 
the lights themselves some come in gold, some in silver.  



I had been puzzling around with the far corner, and I am thinking it could be great to put a pair of mirrored 
doors there, one fixed, and one that opens.  It helps contain the room more, makes it bigger, and can soften with 

this curtain permanently drawn to the side.  



Next is the question of colour, how dark we go.   I think anywhere in the spectrum between even a coral red 
and a burgundy would work, just want to gauge your preference.  

With the lights I was thinking gold in bar, silver in cinema, lets discuss painted or plated. 





I liked the idea of just having simple trays as coffee tables, they’d be removable so easy to wipe down from spilt 
drinks / food etc.   

The design is based on a Jean Dunand eggsheel / lacquer vase from the thirties but with a nod to space.  





With the art deco eggshell 

Dark wood with plain or axtec stair trim 



This was the one I did originally with aztec symbols 
related to space

PLINTHS / STAIRS 

Then with just carpet and stair trims





I had a thought about making the kitchen table in to a coffee table.  Just change the base for a small hexagon 
made of wood an painted black.  The iraq coffee table could move to the panelled study and perhaps chess set to 

the bar, or coffee table goes up to replace that old trunk in the wedding curtain room.  




